Abstract: Artificial neural networks have emerged as a powerful
Introduction
Modelling of components and devices for Radio Frequency (RF) and microwave circuits is quite significant part of Electromagnetic (EM) design and optimization that has caused several improvements in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) in the recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] . Design optimization and 3D simulation (fine model) of RF/microwave circuits require reliable and efficient models of components and devices. The models are generally developed by 3D EM simulators which are very complex and timeconsuming as electromagnetic methods. Otherwise, simple models (coarse model) such as empirical models, equivalent circuit models and circuit simulators have less validity range and accuracy than EM simulation/measurement [5] . These models are suitable when fast model responses are needed.
In the last decades, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) techniques [5-10] have been recognized as an alternative way to create a model instead of fine model where mathematical expressions are not available. ANN structure is obtained via generating input-output pairs which are generated by the fine model. This process takes long time and also involves expert effort and knowledge. Another issue of ANN modeling is choosing structure before training process. The number of hidden neurons are needed is directly related with complexity of the fine model. The nonlinear relationship based on training set and topology is formed through ANN's variables such as initial conditions, weight coefficients and nonlinear function definitions etc. [11] . This technique is called black box optimization and modeling due to its vague internal structure. The trained ANN can be used as accurate and fast model in the design optimization [6, [12] [13] [14] [15] and CAD tools.
Since ANN gives useful model based on training set, sometimes this model is not satisfactory enough in terms of accuracy. In this case, existing knowledge about modeling problem can be incorporated with ANN structure which is called knowledge based neural network modeling. In this technique, ANN is manipulated using existing knowledge at different zones such as input (prior knowledge input method) [16, 17] , output (difference method) [16] [17] [18] or internal (knowledge based neural network method) [17, 19, 20] . Except them, prior knowledge input with difference method is formed by utilizing knowledge both at input and output zones [21, 22] . Moreover space mapping neural network method [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Until now, training set and number of hidden neuron have been two essential topics for ANN modeling. Using minimum data to get more accuracy has been mainly discussed in some papers [7, 11] . Automatic Model Generation (AMG) technique was emerged to apply intelligent ANN learning process for microwave design automation [31] . In this technique, over learning and under learning detections provide adjustment of neuron and data amount during modeling. AMG also has built in simulation drivers to realize automatic data generation for adaptive data increment during training. To improve AMG, knowledge based neural network techniques were exploited to add available knowledge during AMG training process, so this method is called Knowledge Based Automatic Model Generation (KAMG) [32] . KAMG involves ANN model trained with coarse model data generator. Trained ANN model constitutes available knowledge in KAMG. Therefore KAMG needs less fine model data to improve accuracy than AMG.
For the first time, Knowledge Embedded Automatic Model Generation (KEM-AMG) technique that performs coarse model data generator and fine model data generator together in the same AMG algirtihm is proposed. Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) with single hidden layer in AMG is trained using prior knowledge input method. The aim of KEM-AMG technique is to gather fine model data and coarse model data to reduce necessary data and hidden neuron numbers for AMG training process. This combination ensures that the model rapidly approximates the fine model response with less training data and less hidden neurons than existing modeling techniques including AMG, thus reducing the expert effort for modeling. Prior Knowledge Input (PKI) method has been chosen to incorporate the coarse model and the fine model in AMG modeling process. This method uses existing knowledge obtained by coarse model response as an extra input besides geometrical variables and frequency. This knowledge facilitates training process in order to form mathematical link between input and output of the fine model. Less complex relationship between input and output enables less hidden neuron usage and fast approximation for ANN. The proposed method provides these facilitates to be used by AMG algorithm without any extra expert effort. For these simulation responses, user is supposed to create software to drive simulator, so this software tool is called driver. Driver performs necessary process in order to transform both input and output data between AMG and simulator as in Figure  2 . If knowledge based model or ANN is used as a coarse model, driver for the coarse model is not necessary anymore. Because ANN models can be used in AMG algorithm without any extra process. Let (xf ; Yf ) and (xc ; Yc) be input-output vectors of fine and coarse models, respectively. The relationship f between xf and Yf can be nonlinear and multidimensional. In addition input-output relationship of the fine model is much more complex, so obtaining fine model response takes longer time than coarse model (fc) response. Fine and coarse model's relationships can be represented by where xf and xc show input and wf and wc show frequency for fine and coarse model, respectively. In proposed technique, prior knowledge input method has been chosen to approximate coarse model response to the fine model response. Coarse model input in (2) should be equal to fine model input in (1) to obtain necessary coarse model output. Input-output relation of prior knowledge input method can be represented in (3).
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Coarse model improvement exploiting input mapping
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where fANN is nonlinear function formed by ANN and Yc is the coarse model response for the fine model inputs. If coarse model is not accurate enough, input mapping is suitable option in order to improve the coarse model responses. After geometry mapping and frequency mapping, the responses of the coarse models are denoted in (4) and (5), respectively.
In (4) and (5), ANN is used to perform input mapping for geometry in Figure 1 .a and frequency in Figure 1. S-parameters are usually preferable for the model outputs due to ease of measurement. Since S12 and S21 are equal for a passive two-port reciprocal network like a spiral inductor, only S12 is included in the model output. Here in, the Sparameters are computed using the fullwave EM simulation tools ADS Momentum from Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA [33] . The structure of spiral inductor is illustrated in Figure 3 , where Rin is the inner radius, w is the width of the microstrip lines, s is the spacing between lines, and N is the number of turns. The substrate parameters are as follows: The Oxide substrate has relative permittivity of 3.9 and thickness of 3.97 µm. The Si substrate has relative permittivity of 11.9, conductivity of 12. 
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which are the real and imaginary parts of S11 , S12 , and S22 .Two different kind of data are generated for spiral inductor such as fixed data set and adaptive data set. 800 data are firstly generated by uniform distribution then other data (200, 50, 20) are obtained from 800 data. Moreover 100 test data are generated by uniform distribution but differently than 800 data. The whole data ranges for spiral inductor are given in Table 1 . Some data range in Table 1 provide extrapolation performance for this modeling. For each geometry, the frequency range is from 10 MHz to 1.99 GHz with a step size of 30 MHz; thus 67 frequency points are used. proposed method in terms of minimum training data usage. In fixed data analysis, proposed PKI-AMG and AMG methods are used to obtain training and test result in Table 2 . This comparison contains Figure 6 . Comparison of S-parameters ( S11 and S12 ) for geometry # 3 by this proposed KEM-AMG model, the EM simulation, the coarse model(SMNN) ,and AMG model in case of 20 training data for fixed data usage Figure 7 . Comparison of S-parameters ( S11 and S12 ) for geometry # 4 by this proposed KEM-AMG model, the EM simulation, the coarse model(SMNN) ,and AMG model in case of 20 training data for fixed data usage error analysis and hidden neuron usage for different training data set (800, 200, 50, 20). Adaptive hidden neuron number mechanism adjusts neuron numbers in hidden layer for two methods. As shown in Table 2 , proposed method has less hidden neuron and better test error performance than classical AMG method. Our technique improves test result through using knowledge and AMG algorithms together as shown in Figure 8 . The coarse model is obtained by combination of space mapping neuromodel and transfer function model. This structure ensures that coarse model approximates the fine model. Adaptive sampling mechanism is used to generate new model structure, hence proposed KEM-AMG and AMG methods are compared with each other. Average test error and corresponding number of hidden neurons for each data sampling stage are shown in Figure 8 . The S-parameters S11 , S12 (dB) of the spiral inductor geometries #1 and #2 (same as fixed data set) are also depicted in Figure 9 and Figure 10 , respectively. In Comparison of S-parameters ( S11 and S12 ) for geometry # 1 by this proposed KEM-AMG model, the EM simulation, the coarse model(SMNN) ,and AMG model in case of 8 training data for adaptive sampling stage adaptive data analysis, training and test result in Table 3 reveal efficiency of the proposed method. Considering different kind of data number, proposed KEM-AMG method performs better test error for the less number of data. Because knowledge based modeling is efficient way to reduce the number of training data. This consequence is obviously realized from Table 3 . Time consumption analysis in Table 4 gives satisfactory information about complexity of modeling methods and time dependent performance of the algorithms. Time is one of the most important part during modeling. Same error condition (%0.65) is implemented for proposed KEM-AMG and AMG methods and the different number of Figure 10 . Comparison of S-parameters ( S11 and S12 ) for geometry # 2 by this proposed KEM-AMG model, the EM simulation, the coarse model(SMNN) ,and AMG model in case of 8 training data for adaptive sampling stage EM-ANN models for microstrip vias
